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ABSTRACT

The market of Personal Computer has divided into two group in Taiwan after popularity of the computer. One is brand, other is no brand (Do It Yourself: DIY). The computer has entered every home after the Internet as the member of the family. The only one group among users of computer will be insist on the way of assembling the components into the complete computers by themselves instead of products made in factory. They are the special symbol among so many brand computer users. The special group has owned the knowledge and skill, to construct and assemble a whole computer as their hobby and interest, especial for personalized representation different from others. They assemble the personal computer with add-on components between assembling computer with innovation and revolution toward the perfect computer. The more users in the group add more nonfunctional components like led display, control panel to be the totem of the personality from others. Our study hopes to explore the criteria of group and factors of purchase to understand the users of the e-stage about their choices of the products, hobby of usage, requirements and commercial behavior. The study hope to conquer the complexity and variety for assembling computer by the methodology of the Data-Mining to explore the all combinations of DIY computer and permutation of all components and find the optimal combination of information products and factors of design. The final result will derive some rules for designers to follow as their guiding for information products.
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